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Reflections on how to rescue our future

1
HUMANITY HAS BECOME AN UNRELIABLE COMPANION IN EVOLUTION
Nature nurtures life, but it is not willing to
sustain a species that destroys biodiversity
for selfish gain and opts for self-destruction.
In the democracy of life, a thousand flowers
bloom in harmonized diversity, like the Amazon Rainforest. Planet Earth now urges us,
in the intonation of a last call, to break the
cosmic solitude of a self-proclaimed king of
the universe and to reconnect with the symphony of life in evolution. Can you hear the
first notes of the ballad of harmony timidly
vibrating in the calm evening air, which will
become the breeze that gives all of us our
rightful place? Isn’t that what peace is all
about?
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2
GROWTH STOPS AT MATURITY
To grow and grow and keep growing without
ever being able to sit back and enjoy the
fruits of growth defies the purpose of evolution, the beauty of life and peace of mind. In
nature and in life, you grow to celebrate maturity and stop growing. Not so with the market economy, obsessed with processing the
environment into bank accounts because the
only beauty of nature is its monetary value.
Harmony, with Planet Earth, with other cultures, with other belief systems, is the secret
to rescue our future.
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3
HUMANITY IS A GENIE IN A PANDORA'S BOX WITH THE KEY INSIDE
Fourfold domination, driven by power,
greed and fame for the glory of a select few,
has brought humanity to a precarious state.
Domination of nature threatens our stay on
Earth. Domination of fellow humans has
globalized injustice. Domination of the mind
has brought mental slavery. Domination of
culture has led to fundamentalism that begs
God to kill the God of the other. If all alternatives to global harmony look bleak, then
global harmony is the solution. Isn’t that the
essence of peace? Let’s put it to a vote among
our children and do as they command. They
are waiting for the beauty of life lived in
PEACE.
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4
EVOLUTION DEMANDS A NEW
VERSION OF HUMANITY
1. A species that makes nature its enemy is
homeless.
2. A species that becomes a predator of nature is a parasite that kills its host.
3. A species that cannot feed its members
has no right to exist in the universe.
4. A species that pursues cancerous growth
will die of cancer.
5. A species that celebrates selfishness as the
ultimate virtue disqualifies itself in natural selection, which favors cooperation.
6. A species that takes war as the supreme
arbiter is headed for self-destruction.
7. We need a new version of humanity that
reconnects with the engine of evolution,
which is “life seeking more life”. No sacrifice
to avoid extinction is too big. Better a Stone
Age than no age!
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5
EVOLUTION KNOWS NO WASTE,
EVEN DEATH IS RAW MATERIAL
FOR LIFE
Waste is the main product of humanity. The
more ‘civilized’ we have become, the more
we have assaulted nature, overburdened our
environment, and reduced our chances of
survival. Profit for the sake of greed has led
to the misfortune of a species waiting for the
first trillionaire to lecture us that misery and
hunger are the price of development.
We are stepping in our previous footprints before nature has had time to erase
them. Cosmetic embellishments, like clean
energy for a dirty system, will not make us a
reliable partner in evolution. No circular
economy can stop the wasteful spiral of the
growing mass of short-lived products and
disposable goods, so different from
grandpa’s car that ran for thirty years on poor
technology.
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If we do not hurry to reconnect with the lifegiving force of evolution, we will become
part of our own waste in the dustbin of history. No animal will mourn the demise of the
most harmful species ever to walk the Earth.
What are we waiting for, if not to stand up,
join hands as a powerful ‘we’ and take the
reins of a joyous journey through the beauty
of the lands to the different destiny that matters so much to our offspring?
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6
FREE WILL CAN END FREE WILL
No universal law guarantees the survival of
humanity. The arrogant abandonment of an
interconnected organic universe, confronting nature like an emperor and destroying the
environment out of greed, has led to a cosmic solitude that has a dire price in evolution.
Nature is accustomed to catering to survival, but evolution is not equipped to care
for a species that tampers with the exceptional conditions that made life on Earth
possible. We can choose between a better
world and a world without humans. It is the
choice between survival and extinction. Evolution can handle both; humanity can only
live with one.
Powerful political tyrants, billionaires and
military forces saturate the air as ideologues
of death, but they have no moral authority to
speak, because they are responsible for our
existential crisis. Stop listening to those who
destroy our species with impunity. No other
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force can rescue our future than We, the
95%, the moral reserves of humanity. Every
new sun invites a new life. Let us rise in freedom tomorrow to reconnect to the life-giving force of evolution and take command or
our destiny. Free will can rescue free will!
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7
IF WE DO NOT LEARN TO LIVE TOGETHER, WE WILL DIE TOGETHER
Power, greed and glory have targeted nature,
biodiversity and peace with an appalling level
of brutality that has made humanity a liability
to evolution.
A species that disrupts the evolutionary
engine of ‘life seeking more life’ and can no
longer be restrained will activate evolution’s
immune system to eliminate the anomaly and
restore internal balance. Fossil fuels can fossilize us all, while war, the ultimate arbiter of
discord, can bring lasting peace in a long cold
night of nuclear hibernation.
Humanity has gone astray on a planet that
a boundless universe has privileged for the
chemistry of life. The earth was given to us
“to till it and keep it” (Genesis 2:15), but
“corruption has appeared in the land and in
the sea on account of what men have
wrought” (Qur’an, Surah 30.4). Before our
eyes, anthropocentrism has been translated
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into hegemony by two failed ideological systems and their intermediaries, which have
colonized the entire planet and dehumanized
our species. Communism, ignoring the justice that comes from freedom, is in the graveyard. Capitalism, ignoring the justice that
comes from equality, is on its way to the
morgue. That is why humanity needs an urgent overhaul. Modern civilization has failed
as a project of humanity and can offer no survival option.
The invasion of nature, of human life and
of other communities in a neurotic drive for
domination has led to eco-cataclysm and the
war of extinction. The transformative force
that can still overcome futile polarization and
reconnect us to the life-giving force of evolution is the global sisterhood of the moral
reserves of humanity, above all divisions, to
prevent the fatal step into the abyss, which
will horrify the animals: “Has humanity lost
its mind and instinct? Is it suicide, or is it euthanasia?”
If all alternatives to global harmony look
bleak, then global harmony is the answer.
10
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Once we have silenced this round of gunfire,
let’s enact a new rule for the human family
that decrees that, from now on, first contact
is a smile.
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8
NEVER TRUST SUPERPOWERS:
WHETHER ELEPHANTS MAKE
WAR OR LOVE, IT IS ALWAYS THE
GRASS THAT SUFFERS
All wars are fought for peace. The staccato
of gunfire is the guardian angel of peace. Killing or dying for the tribe, sect, nation or
homeland is heroism. But most of those who
die have no armored car and are not remembered. Today, the drums of war beat with
atomic resonance, and once again military
prowess is the strategic trump card of diplomacy.
War is the supreme arbiter of conflict resolution in the service of power and domination. Throughout history, war has been the
main tool of the superpowers of the day to
pacify peaceful peoples. Since the purpose of
war is peace, on both sides of the divide, the
best definition of war is the struggle between
peace and peace. How can we put an end to
this unique madness in the universe?
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Has anyone an idea how to bring humanity back to the common sense of the animal
world. War is our nightmare, harmony our
dream. We have work to do. Let’s share our
thoughts.
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9
HISTORY TRAVELS FROM THE
PAST TO THE FUTURE AND WE
ARE ITS FOOTSTEPS
Prophets foresee the future.
Scientists predict the future.
Pessimists erase the future.
Optimists invent the future.
Realists try to rescue our future.
The fatalism of the pessimist is pointless,
yet the worst remedy for impending disaster
is the anesthesia of optimism. Pessimism and
optimism are the staring twins of nightmare
and dream that invite us to inactivity either
by apathetically waiting for disaster or by passively longing for the magic wand. To focus
on creative action to remedy what has gone
terribly wrong, maybe it is best to follow the
thoughtful advice: “let us leave pessimism
for better days.”
Yes, there has been alienation, violence,
repression, slavery and colonialism. Critical
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poverty, exploitation, structural injustice and
existential threats continue to plague us today. But can we blame the horrors of the past
and the misfortunes of today for the future
we refuse to make? We cannot redeem our
past, but we can rescue our future. Evolution
gives us the good news that, in the face of
death or extinction, all organisms and species
become creative to find options for survival.
It is one thing to sit back and wait to be part
of the epilogue of a failed humanity, but what
about getting up to write the preface to a better version of humanity? Evolution is hiring
new architects of the future! We have nothing to lose and a life to gain, so see you at the
next bus stop.
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10
DO WE HAVE TO SLEEPWALKINTO THE ABYSS OF
OBLIVION?
Everyone agrees that awareness is the key,
the secret and the beginning of the solution
to our existential problems, but no one explains what ‘lack of awareness’ really means?
As a young student in Europe, coming from
a colony where poverty was part of the landscape at birth, I wondered why friends who
needed an appetizer before dinner wanted to
travel to the third world to make the poor
aware of their hunger, if biology was already
taking care of it? What additional awareness
does a mother who can’t sleep at night because she has nothing to cook in the morning
need? There is a second consensus that
awareness takes time, requiring patient education over years, even generations. This is
true, but few people know that the good
news is that at any moment the ‘wait a minute’ trigger of awareness can occur. Here is
16
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amazing historical evidence that awareness
can happen in the blink of an eye.
Inspired by the Last Supper, the devout
owner of an 18th-century sugar plantation in
colonial Cuba lined up twelve slaves and
washed their feet during Easter, offering
them a banquet at the end. Within a week, a
slave revolt on the plantation, which had
never experienced a rebellion before,
wreaked havoc on his property. Official historiography has described this violent incident as the apex of ingratitude, completely
misreading this salient example of the potential of awareness. The plantation owner had
made the terrible mistake of destroying the
justificatory discourse of white supremacy
among perplexed slaves. The master accomplished in minutes what centuries of hereditary slavery had failed to do and perhaps another century might not achieve. In the fear
of his own God, he had admitted to the enslaved with sacramental humility that they
were his equals, which instantly freed them
from mental slavery. They now knew that the
slave owner was not a superior, civilized
17
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being, but a shameless tyrant, who knowingly
abused them to shackle their freedom and
steal their labor. The slave ‘mentality’ – whatever that means – evaporated on the spot,
giving way to awareness. This brings us to a
simple working definition of awareness for
transformative action. Awareness is seeing
an escape route from a dire situation.
The current dominant system is not washing our feet but brainwashing us to let us celebrate the arrival of the first trillionaire in the
midst of widespread poverty, despair and
suffering as the jewel of civilization. It’s time
to wake up before the window of opportunity closes, turn on the lights, take off the
blindfold and see the beautiful path to our
destiny on a planet free of global warming,
free of terrible injustice, free of the endless
threat of useless war, and blessed with love
and a dose of happiness. Why not imagine all
the people living life in peace?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ykgk
ThdzX-8
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11
HALF OF HUMANITY IS UNHEALTHY BECAUSE THEY DON’T
EAT ENOUGH AND THE OTHER
HALF IS UNHEALTHY BECAUSE
THEY EAT TOO MUCH
There is no compelling reason why obesity
should go hand in hand with starvation. Happiness is possible without misery for all. The
poor do not sleep because they are hungry
and the rich do not sleep because they fear
the hungry poor. One would think that 75
years after Josué de Castro wrote this in Geography of Hunger (1946), humankind
would have invented a more pleasant reason
to stay awake.
In nature, the first act of survival is food
sovereignty, the ability to feed oneself, rather
than mortgaging one’s life chances to the
mega-corporations that monopolize the food
chain. A species that cannot feed its members has no right to exist in the universe.
When food and medicine become
19
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commodities, hunger and life become commodities. This explains why the misfortune
of billions of people goes hand in hand with
the trillions of profits made by the food and
medicine industries. While local food is the
norm in evolution, the 15 largest fast-food
chains, all based in the United States, have
more than 250,000 locations worldwide.
How outrageous can this get? In countries
in the Amazon rainforest, you can buy imported bottled water, while the Amazon
River pours 209,000 cubic meters (55 million
gallons) of fresh water, produced by tropical
rains, into the Atlantic Ocean every second.
Meanwhile, the streams and rivers of the
Guianas, which means Land of Water in the
indigenous language, deliver huge quantities
of discarded plastic water containers to the
sea.
Food dependency has turned self-sufficient communities into a zoo, fed from the
outside by those who dominate the food
chain, targeting everything from local organic crops to traditional eating habits to
breastfeeding. Refusing to play by the rules
20
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of the game or be held hostage to the international free food market comes at a price.
Today, opting for autonomy and survival in
a self-driven development strategy that mobilizes one’s own food potential is grounds
for international boycott. But a single hungry
person in the world begging for food makes
every billionaire guilty. Animals teach us
every day to share food for the group to survive. Can we not learn from their instinct?
When will humanity start eating together?
The day when food once again arrives in baskets and not in container ships that pollute
our oceans. But that may require another version of humanity that is no longer the most
harmful species on Earth.
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12
THE FIRST COMMANDMENT OF
EVOLUTION: START GROWING,
DEVELOP TO MATURITY, AND
THEN STOP GROWING TO ENJOY
THE FRUITS OF GROWTH
The beauty of growth, which is at the heart
of self-realization, development and evolution, can be seen in every corner of nature
and history, in the first smile of a baby and in
the purple blossom of the jacaranda tree. But
growth without development, which has become the norm, is predatory, and when
pushed beyond its ultimate goal of maturity,
it metastasizes, as evidenced by the unbridled
actions of the current economic system that
endangers our stay on Earth. One wonders
what the point is of endless growth without
development, never reaching a moment of
rest to enjoy the fruits of growth.
The ecological dangers created by humans
are today’s grim price of unrestrained growth
in an unquenchable lust for power, greed and
22
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glory that violates the sacred principles of
evolution and marginalizes the majority.
Globalization of misery, melting permafrost,
rising sea levels, global warming, climate disruption, deforestation, plastic pollution, war,
and loss of biodiversity, forcing deadly viruses to seek other hosts, are but a short list
of human-caused disasters. We must re-humanize a dehumanized humanity that has become a fraud on nature, an unreliable partner
in evolution, a tyrant to its own species and a
threat to life.
Fortunately, after a long hibernation, the
urgency of our precarious state has awakened
humanity in every corner of the planet. Nature’s unequivocal warnings override the
ability of the dominant system to stifle our
natural impulse to survive and thrive. Nature
has undermined the authority of a sophisticated set of system maintenance tools to persuade and blackmail us into conformity, using capital, technology, the legal system, war
machines, bureaucracy, mass surveillance,
system-integrated media, ideology, fundamentalism, and outright repression.
23
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The inability to stop the super-rich from
getting richer while those on the brink of survival get poorer seems like paradise lost. But
the past that brought us here is dead, and
only by overcoming the current structures of
domination that hold us captive can we pave
the way to rescue our future. But where is the
social force that can bring about a transformation on such cosmic scale?
Realizing that disobedience to the commandments of evolution can be fatal, the
moral reserves of humanity, fortunately still
in the majority, have risen to join forces to
grow in harmony with nature, with other humans, with other cultures, and with other belief systems. As one human race, descended
from the same ancient ancestors, we can
grow to maturity and enjoy the fruits of
growth. The moral reserves of humanity are
the only power left to create a great harmonious human family, capable of extending
the first innocent smile of the baby to
grandma’s memories in the rocking chair.
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13
OUR SONG OF JOY WILL SPARE US
THE REQUIEM
Listen to the rhythm of the song to survive
and thrive, in youthful voices and ancient
thoughts. It is the refrain of the great conspiracy of the Cosmos of “life seeks more
life”. Listen to it as it blows in the wind over
the ancient citadel of Tiahuanaco, over the
snow-capped Alps, over the crests of Kilimanjaro and over the eternal slopes of the
Himalayas. It is the same old melody of life
that will endure beyond the dark horizons of
today, if only we add our voices.
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14
RESET
Humanity has become so addicted to a mindless civilization headed for extinction that
many have become mental slaves who have
lost the ability to imagine a sustainable way
of living together in order to survive and
thrive. It’s time for a reset!
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15
GREEN AND BLUE MERGE AS FOREST TRANSFORMS INTO OCEAN
THROUGH MANGROVES AND
WETLANDS
As in an Escher painting, there is no boundary between the forest and the ocean as green
transforms into blue through the mangroves
and wetlands. It is the old story of evolution
of life always seeking more life. The Amazon
rainforest feeds the Atlantic Ocean with
200,000 cubic meters of water per second,
which the ocean returns clean and distilled
like tears of joy with the downpours in May.
In return, the Amazon River feeds ocean life
with 1 billion tons of sediment each year.
Coming from the most forested country
in the world, aware that 50% of a tree is water, which means 50% of the forest is water,
it was heartening to meet Diane Duncan and
Dr.Howard Dryden with tireless efforts to
save our oceans, which are in big trouble, as
27
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explained in the recent study by Peter Macreadie and colleagues. It is the same story of
land and sea because desertification of the
Amazon rainforest will kill the ocean and
every centimeter of sea level rise brings us
one step closer to the abyss of oblivion. Yes,
magnetism can save humanity, as good attracts good to form a critical mass of humanity’s moral reserves that can rescue our future. What are we waiting for if the “time that
will tell” has already told?
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16
IS THERE HOPE FOR HUMANITY
AMONG SO MANY ODDS? YES!
Humanity is awakening from a long hibernation in a paralyzing anesthesia imposed by
selfish and reckless elites whose three deadly
sins, power, greed and fame, have led humanity astray. Disconnecting from the harmony of nature and the life-giving force of
evolution, they are destroying our planet, destroying us and destroying the future of our
children. They lack the moral authority to
speak or be heard. Billionaires who give back
because they have taken too much should be
told that the best philanthropy is equality.
The moral reserves of humanity, the vast majority, will now raise their unwavering voice
without fear to take command of humanity’s
destiny, without negotiating with those who
threaten our continued existence on Earth.
The wish list is simple: a just and livable future with a quiet life in peace in an enjoyable
world surrounded by a healthy and safe
29
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environment, without need to tell children to
stop playing because they have no future.
Fortunately, evolution is always on our side
with its beautiful principle that in the face of
death or extinction all organisms and species
become creative to find options for survival.
The moral reserves of humanity have awakened. Are you already on board or can we
meet you at the next bus station?
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17
IF THE MADNESS OF CLIMATE DISRUPTION IS NOT STOPPED, YOU
WILL NOT BE AN ANCESTOR
Should we continue to wait for permission to
act from those who destroy our planet while
profiting from our misfortunes? Neither
power, nor money, nor weapons can stop
95% of humanity from striving to live in
peace, harmony, joy and happiness on a habitable planet. We have a mandate, and we do
not need any permission from those who are
turning humanity into the only parasite that
kills its host. Humanity’s moral reserves have
awakened from a long hibernation with the
mandate given by the unborn to reconnect
with the life-giving force of evolution and
take command of our destiny. Humanity is
not running out of options but out of time
and needs to act. It is now or never, hence
now! The moral reserves of humanity have
drawn a line in the sand. Only those committed to rescuing our future, with their wealth
31
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of ideas and strategies, will have the right to
speak up and be heard. Are you with both
feet on the right side of the line? Survival
knows no negotiation, bargaining or compromise! Are you already on the side of evolution with its driving force of ‘life always
seeking more life’, which turns hope into action?
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18
ARE HUMAN DEMONS TURNING
THE EARTH INTO HELL BY SENDING THE TROPICS NORTH?
Do you need help understanding the current
global fever on your own terms? Here’s my
quick conversion for you. Fahrenheit to Celsius: halve the number, subtract 16, add a
ninth. Celsius to Fahrenheit: double the
number, subtract 10%, add 32. If you don’t
think you can live with the result, do something about it. Our planet is degenerating
into a filthy, warmongering, immoral, evil, inhospitable, inhuman spaceship. When the little devils make a mess of the place, the Great
Devil angrily shout at them: “Please don’t
turn Hell into Earth!” Yes, it’s time to rehumanize a dehumanized humanity. The only
force capable of accomplishing the cosmic
task of rescuing our future is the moral reserves of humanity. Are you ready for an extra-systemic overhaul?
10
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19
CIRCULAR ECONOMY FOR THE
SPIRALING WASTE: CAN A CIRCLE
CONTAIN A SPIRAL?
The main product of humanity remains
waste to feed the totem of profit in the service of the predatory economic system of
perennial economic growth. Can the circular
economy narrative be our salvation? Can a
two-dimensional circle contain a three-dimensional spiral? Will the circular economy
condemn the bravest forces of change to
spend the rest of their lives in the landfill
sorting waste? The main strategy of system
maintenance is to hijack the narrative by
adulterating the most beautiful concepts for
its purpose. We have seen it with the civilizing mission, which was the cloning of the
West in the rest, with ‘developmentalism’
where development was ‘envelopment’, with
decades of the pleonasm of sustainable development, a masterpiece of redundancy
since development is sustainable by
34
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definition. Clean energy for a dirty system is
not the solution. We need to change SDGs
to SHGs: Sustainable Development Goals to
Sustainable
Humanity
Goals
(www.crscenter.com/sustain.pdf). How long
will they divert us from the search for an extra-systemic solution with their ever-changing attractive hoaxes capable of mesmerizing
large crowds? How green was the Evergreen
blocking the Suez Canal with containers full
of potential waste? It is time for humanity's
moral reserves to decide the narrative, for
history travels from the past to the future,
and we are its footsteps. We owe a great debt
to the new generations, to the countless victims of today, to our own life possibilities, to
planet Earth, to life itself, and to the beauty
of nature. Do you hear the rain ticking on the
green leaves of the waking forest? It whispers
to you.
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20
SUICIDE OR EUTHANASIA?
THE FAILURE OF MODERN CIVILIZATION
“Our historical, contemporary and futureoriented inventory, diagnosis and analysis
leads to a shocking conclusion regarding the
civilizational model that dominates today’s
world. Modern civilization has failed as a
project and can offer no survival option to
humanity in today’s species-threatening
times.” This is the tip of the four-pronged
iceberg (domination of nature, of fellow human beings, of culture and of the mind) elaborated in detail in https://www.rescueourfuture.org/information/quest-to-rescue-ourfuture/, whose main conclusion is that the
only (possible) solution is an extrasystemic
overhaul for the rehumanization of a dehumanized humanity that allows us to reconnect with evolution, a must read for a solution to our existential problems.
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Certainly, there is no solution if your universe is the confines of the dominant economic and political system. Stop looking for
a needle in the wrong haystack, naively believing that the economic growth system that
feeds on our misfortunes will reform from
within. Anthropocentrism has no technological solution. The time has come for a reset,
abandoning false narratives such as clean energy for a dirty system and recycling ever-increasing waste. Are you ready for a tectonic
shift? Better a stone age than no age!
Let’s cool down to cool the planet.
Enough of begging the culprits to correct
their mischief but let humanity’s moral reserves now take command of our destiny.
Action is the best prediction! Mind you, it
will be a joyous and rewarding journey to see
smiles return on our children’s faces.
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21
NATURE WARNS US WITH THE INTONATION OF A LAST CALL
In a world where the only free press is graffiti, the most reliable source of information
on climate disruption is the voice of nature,
which speaks so loud and clear that those
who close their ears get the message through
their skin.
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22
S.O.S. OF MOTHER EARTH
“PREPARE THE REQUIEM OR INITIATE THE EXTRASYSTEMIC RESET”
Humanity has been losing the ecological battle for the last fifty years, ever since the Club
of Rome (1972) warned us of the limits to
growth. Now we are frighteningly close to
the tipping point at which extinction becomes a real option. The current downward
trend is causing increasing confusion, disbelief, sadness and despair among the growing
number of activists, young people and scientists for liberation, even among seasoned environmental activists.
Naïve faith in the self-correction of a
predatory system that feeds on our misfortunes was our main mistake. It opened the
door for the perpetual growth model to monopolize the narrative, winning us to false
discourses that distorted the best ecological
values such as development, sustainability,
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green economy and circular economy into
system maintenance tools.
An emblematic case is ‘sustainable development’, which was neither sustainable nor
development, but a masterpiece of redundancy, since development is sustainable by
definition (https://lnkd.in/e4BfbVr). The
purpose of launching ‘sustainable development’ as a panacea in the Brundtland Report
was not to green the planet, but to green
greed, because the goose that lays the golden
eggs was in trouble, as ecological harm could
backfire on profits. The term was taken without proper reference from the 1980 UN Report “World Conservation Strategy: Living
Resources for Sustainable Development”
while stripping it of the conservation ethic,
“to come to terms with the reality of resource
limitation and the carrying capacity of ecosystems.”
What we need is not ‘clean energy for a
dirty system’ or painting our cabin in pretty
colors, while the ship sinks, but a sustainable
humanity in harmony with nature. Our greatest sin has been "anthropocentrism," which
40
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means that man is at the center of the universe, because we like to imagine that man is
nature's goal. It has gotten us into deep trouble, because there is no technological solution to anthropocentrism!
To avoid an impending endgame, the
global environmental movement needs an
urgent reset after a long hibernation to restore harmony with the driving force of evolution, which is “life always seeks more life”.
Are you ready to join the young people who
are unwilling to negotiate the future they will
have, whatever it takes? Have you heard
Mother Nature’s warning that modern civilization has failed as a project for humanity?
Are you ready to choose between requiem
and extrasystemic reset?” If you hold your
breath, you can already see the smile forcing
itself in the mirror.
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23
THE CRIME OF USING DISPOSABLE
PLASTIC
How can this outrageous plastic torture of all
species on planet Earth continue with impunity? In the Amazon rainforest countries,
you can buy imported bottled water, while
the Amazon River sends 209,000 cubic meters (55 million gallons) of fresh water into
the Atlantic Ocean every second, accompanied by millions of floating discarded plastic
containers. The Guianas, in the heart of the
Amazon and home to the world’s most forested country, which means Land of Water
to the indigenous people, pour every drop of
water into the Atlantic Ocean, which returns
it clean and distilled like tears of joy with the
May downpours. The law of nature forbids
the use of disposable plastic on this planet. It
is a felony, a crime, a disgrace, a shame.
There is no room for negotiation here, not
even a need for dialogue, but we have to stop
this madness of using harmful disposable
42
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plastic immediately with a worldwide ban.
Countries that fail to do so should be rated
negatively.
Replacing plastic with paper from the
trees of the Amazon rainforest - the beautiful
greenhouse where I was born - is not a solution. A polemic about the “best” waste, as
long as waste remains the main product of
humanity, is useless! We are stepping on our
previous footprints before nature has had
time to erase them! We need to reset an economic system focused on profit maximization, incompatible with the satisfaction of
needs, which always culminates in a saturation point. In nature, one grows to maturity
and then stops growing to enjoy the fruits of
growth. Transforming nature into bank accounts and overproducing for eternal growth
by artificially reducing the lifespan of products is a recipe for collapse. An environmentally friendly version of grandpa's car that
served him for 30 years, and so on, reduces
current production volume, energy abuse
and waste by 75%. Scientific claims are not
always our best advisors. Modern economics,
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based on the axiom of perpetual growth, is
not a scientific discipline, but the doctrine of
a market economy and an ideological instrument for the maintenance of the system. Let
us be modest, listen to each other and respectfully unite our talents to rescue our future.
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24
WE HAVE BECOME A LIABILITY TO
LIFE AND MUST REHUMANIZE A
DEHUMANIZED HUMANITY BEFORE EVOLUTION ENDS OUR COSMIC SOLITUDE
The claim that humanity is the purpose of the
universe and the rightful ruler of nature is
now at a dramatic endgame. The domination
of nature, fellow humans, culture and mind
has broken with cooperation, compassion
and harmony, the survival imperatives of
evolution. We have gone astray but persist in
our cosmic solitude that blames the planet
for being too small for perpetual growth and
forces nature to adjust beyond its carrying capacity. Mother Earth is warning us that modern civilization has failed and that humanity
needs an urgent reset to be a reliable companion of life.
The global environmental movement has
been losing the ecological struggle for 50
years and needs an extrasystemic break with
45
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the frustrating system-maintenance narratives to green greed, chasing the ‘greenest’
waste, the cleanest energy for a dirty system
and the fable of perpetual growth without climate disruption.
Fossil fuels will fossilize us all, but we
cannot recklessly return to the nuclear power
plant with our dose of disasters or to new
gambles like geoengineering that dims the
sun without asking the sunflowers for their
take. We overheat the planet, but we keep
looking for new sources to deal with an artificial ‘energy shortage’. Our real problem is
the overuse, waste and systemic abuse of energy caused by overproduction to maximize
billionaires’ profits with artificial wants and
shortening the life of products. Production
to meet needs, rather than profits, will reduce
current energy use to 25% or so. Modern
technology can restore the 30-year lifespan
of grandpa’s car using clean energy. Food,
the elixir of life, should come to local markets in baskets, whenever possible, not in
container ships polluting the oceans for
profit.
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The choice between a better world and a
world without humans is ours, because evolution is not equipped for taking care of a
species that opts for self-destruction. To
break out of its current impasse, the Global
Environmental Movement needs an extrasystemic reset, because the main challenge on
a sinking ship is not to beautify our cabin, but
to prevent the ship from sinking. The overhaul of the current predatory system towards
a healthy, livable and peaceful planet requires
the transformation of the global environmental movement into a Rescue Our Future
Movement in the hands of the moral reserves
of humanity.
We have no choice but to take back the
narrative with a radical shift from mindless
system maintenance to transformative strategies for a new version of humanity. Let us
all pause and reflect on how we can leave behind pointless debates on the shores of frustration and despair by reconnecting with the
driving force of evolution, which is ‘life always seeks more life’. Are you ready for the
reset to rescue our future?
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25
THE TRANSITION FROM THE SCIENTIFIC AGE TO THE ETHICAL AGE
IS A PREREQUISITE FOR SURVIVAL
OF HUMANITY
Science and ethics diverge in their responses
to reality. When at odds with reality, science
changes theory, while ethics changes reality.
Science is concerned with how reality is; ethics is concerned with how reality should be.
The current disconnection of humanity from
life-giving evolution is a recipe for extinction
that requires a transition from the scientific
age to the ethical age.
This is the fifth transition in the search for
the source of truth and knowledge in human
evolution, which has evolved from the naturalistic age (instinct and superstition) to the
mythological age (natural forces and ancestral spirits) to the theological age (divine Creator and revelations) to the scientific age (reason is the new God).
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The false presumption of science to strive for
truth and knowledge has done immense
damage to the social evolution of humanity.
How can science be ‘scientific’ if its core is
refutability, which means that scientific certainty is unscientific? Science is the relentless
pursuit of perishable truths. Its goal is not to
discover truth or knowledge, but to reduce
the degree of speculation to obtain the best
available guess to respond to challenges.
Mainstream science has been an instrument
for system maintenance, for capital accumulation, for warmongering, for marginalization
of the majority and for planetary destruction
in the service of elites dominating and manipulating nature. Science’s neurotic focus
on empirical ‘facts’ rather than the underlying ‘factors’ that produce them has abolished
ethics, the core of religion. Science must cede
the driver’s seat to the ethical narrative and
support transformative action from a modest
back seat, for there is no technological solution to anthropocentrism.
Hans Jonas suggested this as early as
1979: “Only with the superiority of mind and
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the inordinate powers of technical civilization eventually engendered by it, has one
form of life, man, lately acquired the ability
to endanger all others (and therewith himself
too). Nature could not have incurred a
greater hazard than to produce man.”
“In a time where humans desperately need
to engage as architects of the future rather
than observe as bystanders, the choice for
the ethical realm imposes itself at a global
scale as an imperative for survival.” (Quest
p.369)
Current politics, growth-based market
economy, mainstream science, religious fundamentalism, system-partnering NGOs and
information tycoons have created or tolerated our existential problems. Only an extrasystemic transition under the command of
moral reserves can bring about the metamorphosis to rehumanize a dehumanized humanity. Nature warns us that modern civilization has reached the limit of its anthropocentric project to dominate and manipulate
nature at will. What is your take on the reset?
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26
A CENTURY OF BENEFIT OF THE
DOUBT HAS LEFT NO DOUBT
ABOUT THE LACK OF BENEFIT. HUMANITY NEEDS A RESET.
With the misty depths of the abyss of oblivion already in sight, placing our ultimate trust
in reforming the predatory system from
within, while it continues to thrive on our
misfortunes, will kill us all with mathematical
precision. Should we not rather heed nature’s
warnings that modern civilization, driven by
an insatiable desire for power, greed and
fame, has become disconnected from the
harmony of evolution through a reckless
domination of nature, fellow humans, culture
and mind? The time has come for a reset that
must incorporate the many who refuse to imagine, much less accept, that the window of
opportunity for an extrasystemic overhaul is
closing by the day.
Some advise us to be pragmatic and join
the system of billionaires and soon-to-be51
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trillionaires that is too powerful to be fought.
Pragmatism is the crown jewel of domination
and system maintenance because a pragmatic
slave is an eternal slave. Joining the system
that is driving us to extinction makes us part
of the problem and complicit in our own demise.
Some firmly believe in the potential of
technology to help us, fighting heat waves
with air conditioners that consume more and
more energy. Others are betting on responding to rising sea levels with watertight dikes
around human habitats, which will surely
protect ocean life from toxic human waste
and pollution but cannot protect us against
the ever-rising waters pushed by melting permafrost and glaciers. Modern economics is
trapped in economic growth. Far from being
a scientific discipline, it has degenerated into
the profit maximizing doctrine of the market
economy, trapped in a schizophrenic contradiction of our unsustainable system. The absence of growth leads to depression and crisis, while continued growth leads to collapse
and extinction.
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Humanity’s moral reserves are the only
force capable of taking the reins of our future
from irresponsible hands. This will require
the critical stance of accepting the outcome
of reasoning and analysis in an unadulterated
form, regardless of whether it conflicts with
established wisdom, one’s own interests or
even the familiar world in which we have
been raised.
Fortunately, our beautiful rescue ship is
getting crowded. Nature is on board with its
indisputable scientific diagnosis in her warnings. Evolution is on board with its beautiful
law that in the face of extinction all species
become creative. Youth is on board because
it has decided to secure its future at all costs.
The elderly are on board because they refuse
to pass on such a mutilated version of humanity to their offspring. Little by little, the
many ‘I’s’ are merging into the ‘We’ that will
make the difference. Are you already part of
the ‘We’ and part of the difference we have
been waiting for so long?
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27
TO THE REST OF THE ANIMAL
WORLD, HUMANS ARE EXTRATERRESTRIALS
Crisis is everywhere, outer crisis, inner crisis,
climate disruption, moral quagmire, war is
the guardian angel of peace, decadence and
decomposition are the norm, we are heading
into the abyss of oblivion. Humanity has
gone astray by making selfishness the ultimate virtue, competition (instead of cooperation) the engine of progress, and eternal
cancerous growth the custodian of stability.
Humanity is in existential trouble. To the rest
of the animal world, humans are aliens. The
best antidepressant is a radical overhaul of a
failed species. Why don’t we look in the mirror, bravely add up all our misfortunes and
draw the obvious conclusion that modern
civilization has failed as a project of humanity? Do you think it is a bridge too far? It is
the only bridge that can still rescue our
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future. Moral reserves of humanity, this is
your cosmic moment!
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28
THIS POT HOLDS THE KEY TO OUR
FUTURE

I just used this half century old pot to boil
milk for my wife's cup of tea. It has been
used twice a day, since I met her in 1969, and
see how even old-fashioned technology can
serve our needs. Today, humanity’s main
product is waste. But if we produced primarily to meet needs instead of maximizing profits, less than a quarter of today's energy
would suffice, and we could live in balance
with nature and ensure a bright future for our
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children. We do not have an energy problem,
we have a problem of abuse, destruction and
waste of energy for the benefit of a few. The
plan to green this predatory system will lead
us into a green coffin. Modern civilization
has failed dramatically as a project. Instead of
greening greed for system maintenance, we
need an urgent reset to rehumanize a dehumanized humanity. This is what the Chairman and CEO of The Metals Company recently said in his global statement on the energy transition. "To build a green future, our
generation will need to mine more metal than
we have mined in our entire history. This will
lead to more emissions, more social displacement, more habitat destruction and more biodiversity loss." Do we really need such a catastrophic energy transition? The pot has the
answer!
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29
A NEW ERA OF WRITING?
YOUR STORY IS NO LONGER TOO
BIG FOR WORDS
Endowed with an innate storytelling ability,
as children we touched the hearts of our listeners with beautiful little stories in the style
evolution prefers to tell its big story “… and
then, and then, and then …”. As an adult, it
is so disheartening to see how difficult it is to
communicate the simple message of survival
to humanity because the system filters our
stories, blocks our messages, and even accuses us of having a writing problem. We
have been losing the battle for the environment for fifty years, while humanity is heading to the abyss of oblivion. When will we be
able to return to our innate storytelling with
the intonation of our own voices and carry
our inspiring messages of hope, peace,
beauty, change and survival into the hearts of
those who need them most?
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“Restoring innate storytelling. Interactive
workshop to solve the writing problem and
engage the audience” is a game-changing
event
regularly
presented
at
www.crscenter.com as evidenced by unanimously positive feedback from attendees,
which revives innate storytelling skills without needing advanced writing techniques,
and how to professionally edit your writing
in any language you use without the help of
others using the innovative AI EDITING
COMPANION that matches your draft with
a vast digital repository of native speakers’
texts to ensure you express your thoughts in
high-quality, error-free, well-crafted writing
that engages your audience.
Of course, the hurdles of conventional
writing must be overcome, starting with not
letting theory overwhelm reality. Text without context is imagination, just as science
without reality is science fiction. Did you
know that information obesity, the pathological overfeeding of peer-reviewed fake news,
has become the main strategy of system
maintenance to suppress your authentic
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messages? The Internet is an overturned
bookshelf, but not for the algorithms that
ceaselessly sift through the clutter to enforce
mass surveillance and system maintenance
discourses that can confuse the public and silence our voices without limiting our freedom. Didn’t you see the greeting at the
prison gate? “You have no rights here except
freedom of speech, because no one will hear
you.”
Learn about this liberating reset of conventional writing that awakens the inner
writer, whether you’re a beginner, experienced writer or famous author. Don’t miss
the opportunity for a reset. If you are short
on time, you will definitely benefit from this
time-saving experience. Your story is no
longer too big for words!
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30
LIFE IS IN MORTAL DANGER
It’s time for a tectonic shift to take back our story
We have been losing the battle for the environment for half a century. The horrors of
World War II have not prevented the threat
of nuclear war that grows by the hour, to
spread evil or to fight the evil of one’s own
making. Equality is the best philanthropy,
but the system dictates that endless growth,
whose main feat is the enrichment of the
rich, is the only option for development. Millionaires have become billionaires and are on
the verge of becoming trillionaires, while the
surviving poor are getting poorer. Having appropriated the main channels of information,
the system has transformed them into media
of mass excommunication to silence our
voices and block our message of harmony,
peace, hope and action. This explains how
our story is made invisible by powerful system maintenance tools, such as mass surveillance and information obesity, the overload
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of peer reviewed fake news. They flood our
voices and recruit us for their project of
greening greed with clean energy for a dirty
system and recycling the growing waste that
remains humanity’s main product. The system pushes our brightest minds to find nonexistent technological solutions to anthropocentrism.
The same system that colonized others in
the past is now colonizing our minds to stop
our transformative action and prevent even
our simple message of survival from reaching
those who can bring about change.
In this illogical moment of humanity, contrary to the driving force of evolution, which
is ‘life always seeks more life’, we must take a
deep breath, wake up and refuse to continue
listening to the fables of those who lack the
moral authority to speak. We must take back
our narrative or our wonderful efforts and
sacrifices will continue to end in frustration,
disbelief and sadness. This is precisely the
objective of ‘Restoring Innate Storytelling.
Interactive Workshop to Solve the Writing
Problem and Engage the Audience’, which
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has been in the works for some time and will
soon bring critical minds together for the
great overhaul to reclaim our authentic stories. The journey will be a long one. The beginning can’t wait.
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31
LET’S LEAVE PESSIMISM FOR BETTER
DAYS. ACTION IS THE BEST PREDICTION
Both optimism and pessimism are types of
superstition because the fatalism of pessimists is pointless, but the worst remedy for
impending disaster is the anesthesia of optimism. Waiting apathetically for catastrophe
in hopeless despair or passively waving a
magic wand in desperate hope opens no way
out. Let us follow the wise advice to leave
pessimism for better days (Eduardo Galeano). Life is in mortal danger and the first
action is to take back our story. Join other
critical minds in the first step of an extrasystemic reset in the interactive Restoring Innate Storytelling workshop, part of a quest
where no one knows the truth, but everyone
has faith in our power to rescue our future.
Evolution stands with us with its beautiful
law that all species, in the face of extinction,
become creative to find a survival option by
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merging many “I’s” into an invincible “We”.
Get the details at our website or drop a note
to rescue@crscenter.com. If we don’t control the story, we can’t control the outcome.
There is no safe sidewalk. Action is the best
prediction.
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32
HOPE CAN SEE THROUGH THE
FOG OF EVIL
The awakening of humanity’s moral reserves
instills a burgeoning hope that none of us will
be the last dweller of Mother Earth. The redeeming force that can give humanity a second chance in evolution and rescue our future is within reach. It is closer than we could
ever dream. It is ‘We’.

Better a stone age than no age.
www.rescueourfuture.org
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